
Where you can work
Young children under the age of 18 can't work full time. However, nothing prevents in the summer, when school is not in session &#8211; earn a
little extra money. This is the first experience that can be useful in the future.

1. Leaflet distribution

This files most often handed out to young people up to 18 years. It's not very nice, because passers-by often ignore the "flyers", but it's not too
difficult. You can really earn a few hundred rubles per hour. To get a job, it is better to go with adults, to avoid fraud. This minimizes the risk that
the employer will not pay the child for his work.

2. Harvesting

In some regions of the country minors busy picking strawberries, raspberries or cherries. This is piece work &#8211; it is paid from the amount
collected fruit. Earnings depends on the strength and speed.

3. Cosmetic consultant

Many of the minors (especially girls) to earn extra money as a cosmetic consultants in direct selling companies. Although contracts with the
company may not be, but a verbal agreement with the mother enough to start selling. This could be the beginning of a work going on before you
buy custom research papers even in the offseason, but it is worth remembering that for direct sales, there is no basic salary &#8211; all income is
based on percentage of sales.

4. Trade

The beaches and tourist resorts are increasingly hiring minors to work selling ice cream, nuts, popcorn and other snacks, which the tourists bought.
The job takes about 6-8 hours a day, and the reward depends on the number of goods sold. This way, you can earn good money.

5. Kitchen worker

Young people aged 16 to 18 years old can also be recruited to the kitchen. The easiest way to get such a job &#8211; in tourist areas, because in
large cities, students take these jobs, and employers prefer to hire older people, believing them to be more responsible. In the work of the kitchen
assistant you can earn in different ways &#8211; from several hundred to approximately 7,000 rubles per month. The job of a waiter, as a rule,
closed to minors because of possible contact with alcohol.

6. Pet care

In summer, many people leave, not having anyone to leave your cat, or fish. Here is an option for minors. A week of pet care, which is not a
problem for people who love animals, even a few hundred rubles. How to apply for such a job? It is best to assert themselves on the Internet, and
in addition, at the beginning of the holidays, to publish the announcement of the departure next to the residence.

7. Installation of posters

Need to ask for this kind of work in cultural institutions, theaters. Payment is considered &#8220;true&#8221;.

8. Pizza delivery

In-season minors can also be used for pizza delivery. As a rule, employers also require the consent of the adult guardian. Different incomes
&#8211; is calculated either on the amount of deliveries or working hours.

9. Work in the field of Fast food

McDonald&#8217;s is currently one of the few corporate employers who allow young people from 16 to 18 years of paid, completely legal and
safe operation. Applying for a job, it goes through the recruitment process and performs light work in the framework of their duties.

Should try and consider all the alternatives &#8211; to do the shopping, wash the car, mow the lawn, walk the dog for a walk or finally take care
of the baby neighbors. The more ideas, the more chances to find something interesting.
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